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PERSISTENTLY DETERMINING AND 
SHARING USER STAYS OF AUSER OFA 

MOBILE DEVICE 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This patent application claims priority to U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application No. 61/859,229, filed Jul. 27, 2013, and is 
a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
13/896,726, titled “ Determining User Stays of a User of a 
Mobile Device', filed May 17, 2013, which claims priority to 
U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/649,260, filed 
May 19, 2012, and is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 13/278,396, titled “Location Based User 
Behavior Analysis and Applications, filed Oct. 21, 2011, 
which claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application 
No. 61/406,198, filed Oct. 25, 2010, which are herein all 
incorporated by reference. 

FIELD OF THE DESCRIBED EMBODIMENTS 

The described embodiments relate generally to location 
based services. More particularly, the described embodi 
ments relate to methods, systems and apparatuses for persis 
tently determining and sharing user stays of a user of a mobile 
device. 

BACKGROUND 

There is an increasing need to automatically monitor a 
mobile device user's location and other behavior, understand 
the user's habits and interests, and provide intelligent per 
Sonal assistance to the user based on the users habits and 
interests obtained through location based behavior analysis. 
Presently, location based services include manual check-ins. 
For a manual check-in, the user opens an application on their 
mobile device manually, and indicates that they are at a spe 
cific business. 

In the area of location-based services, a check-in represents 
a single visit by a user to a location or place on the earth. One 
of the main problems with checking in is check-in fatigue. 
The fact that most popular Social networks require users to 
manually enter their location makes them pretty tedious con 
sidering there is often little to no reward. FourSquare(R, Face 
book(R) or Google Latitude R have developed check-in tech 
nology based on geo-fencing and background location 
monitoring that can trigger Some interesting applications by 
getting close. However, this type of solution is not generative, 
which require users to input his favorite places into the system 
inadvance. It cannot be applied to a new place that is not in the 
Scope of existing places database of the user. 

Additionally, location-based searches are manual. That is, 
the user conducts a search of Some business using keyword, 
Such as “restaurant, and the application returns results that 
are the closest to the user's current location. 

Other location-based service includes mobile social appli 
cations wherein, for example, friends are shown on a map. 
However, that services and applications are limited because 
they can’t accurately determine the point of the interest the 
user is at, hard to disambiguate between multiple points of 
interest near each other. Generally, current local business or 
POI search is only using the spatial data as input, which does 
not generally provide enough information to accurately deter 
mine the point of interest. 

There is an increasing need to automatically monitor a 
user's location and notify relevant people of the user's loca 
tion. For example, family members may want to monitor each 
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2 
other's location and automatically receive notifications when 
they arrive at or depart from a place (location) for peace of 
mind. Parents may want to get notifications when their kids 
arrive at dangerous, inappropriate, or unusual place. Students 
in a class may want to share the location where they are 
automatically so that they can locate each other in an easy 
way for studying or playing together. Employees in a com 
pany may want to see colleagues locations to schedule com 
munication more efficiently. 

It is desirable to have a method, apparatus and system for 
persistently determining and sharing user stays of a user of a 
mobile device. 

SUMMARY 

An embodiment includes a method of automatically 
detecting and sharing user stays of a mobile device of a user. 
The method includes persistently collecting, by the mobile 
device, location information, determining a group of users for 
sending notifications and sharing the user stays, determining 
whether the mobile device is within a specific distance of a 
specific location for at least specific minimum duration based 
on the location information, determining a user stay based on 
the location information and the specific distance, determin 
ing if the user stay is private or public to at least a portion of 
the group of users based on preferences of the user and the 
location information, and sharing the user stay with the at 
least the portion of the group of users by sending notifications 
to the group of users if the user stay is determined to be public 
to the at least the portion of the group of users. 

Another embodiment includes a mobile device. The 
mobile device includes a location sensor operative to sense 
location information of the mobile device, a transceiver 
operative to establish a communication link with a network 
server, and a controller. At least one of the controller or the 
network server are operative to automatically detect user 
stays of a mobile device of a user, determine a group of users 
for sending notifications and sharing the user stays, determine 
whether the mobile device is within a specific distance of a 
specific location for at least specific minimum duration based 
on the location information, determine a user stay based on 
the location information and the specific distance, determine 
if the user stay is private or public to at least a portion of the 
group of users based on preferences of the user and the loca 
tion information, and share the user stay with the at least the 
portion of the group of users by sending notifications to the 
group of users if the user stay is determined to be public to the 
at least the portion of the group of users. 

Another embodiment includes a network server operative 
to receive sensed location information of a mobile device, 
wherein the location information was sensed by the mobile 
device. At least one of the network server or a controller of the 
mobile device are operative to automatically detect user stays 
of a mobile device of a user, determine a group of users for 
sending notifications and sharing the user stays, determine 
whether the mobile device is within a specific distance of a 
specific location for at least specific minimum duration based 
on the location information, determine a user stay based on 
the location information and the specific distance, determine 
if the user stay is private or public to at least a portion of the 
group of users based on preferences of the user and the loca 
tion information, and share the user stay with the at least the 
portion of the group of users by sending notifications to the 
group of users if the user stay is determined to be public to the 
at least the portion of the group of users. 

Other aspects and advantages of the described embodi 
ments will become apparent from the following detailed 
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description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings, illustrating by way of example the principles of the 
described embodiments. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a flow chart that includes steps of a method of 
automatically detecting and sharing user stays of a mobile 
device of a user, according to an embodiment. 

FIG. 2 is a flow chart that includes steps of a high-level 
processing flow of determining and sharing user stays of a 
user of a mobile device, according to an embodiment. 

FIG. 3 is a flow chart that includes steps of a method of 
sending push notifications to members of a group of users, 
according to an embodiment. 

FIG. 4 shows a sequence of locations of a user of a mobile 
device, the determination of a user stay, and sharing of the 
user stay with members of a group of users, according to an 
embodiment. 

FIG. 5 shows a series of events included in the sharing of a 
user stay, according to an embodiment. 

FIG. 6 shows a series of events associated with a push 
notification of a user stay, according to an embodiment. 

FIG. 7 shows a display of a user that includes a timeline of 
user stays of other users in a same group as the user, according 
to an embodiment. 

FIG. 8 shows an example of a map that depicts locations 
traveled by an individual that further depicts points of interest 
of the user. 

FIG. 9 shows an example of a mobile device that the 
disclosed embodiments for determining user stays of the user 
of the mobile device are operable, according to an embodi 
ment. 

FIG.10 shows a time-line of locations of the mobile device, 
which can be used for determining user stays of the user of the 
mobile device, according to an embodiment. 

FIG. 11 shows a time-line of user stays of the mobile 
device, which can be used for providing services to the user of 
the mobile device, according to an embodiment. 

FIG. 12 shows a time sequence of location data points that 
are used to identify a user stay, according to an embodiment. 

FIG. 13 shows a time sequence of location data points that 
are used to identify a user stay, according to another embodi 
ment. 

FIG. 14 is a flow chart that includes steps of an example of 
a method of automatically determining user stays of a user of 
a mobile device, according to an embodiment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The described embodiments include methods, systems and 
apparatuses for persistently determining and sharing (for 
example, sending notifications) user stays of a user of a 
mobile device. For an embodiment, the notification includes 
a brief description about the time, the place name, and/or the 
address of the user stay. For an embodiment, the notification 
also includes whether the notification is regarding an arrival 
or a departure of the user stay. Once the recipient receives the 
notification, the recipient can open a mobile application to 
view details of the user stay. For at least some embodiments, 
the recipient can see an entire history of user stays shared by 
connected members of a group of users. 
Some existing systems require and leverage a user input. At 

least some of these systems give a user an incentive to register 
a place name on their mobile software every time the user 
enters a place of interest or significance. That is, the existing 
systems are relatively primitive and require a user input speci 
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4 
fying the time when the user stayed at a place or what that 
place is, or both. In contrast, at least some of the described 
embodiments do not require a user input and automatically 
detect the fact that the user stayed proximate to a location (for 
at least Some embodiments, the coupling proximity, time and 
place is referred to as a “user stay”). That is, at least some 
embodiments include determining a user stay without real 
time input by the user of the mobile device. That is, any user 
inputs are displaced from the time and place at which the user 
stay is being determined, or the time and place at which the 
user inputs are received do not influence the user stay deter 
mination. 
At least some of the described embodiments provide sys 

tems, apparatuses and methods for persistently tracking loca 
tions of mobile device users, automatically detecting user 
stays, and sending real-time notifications to share the user 
stay information within a group of users. A user stay is an 
event that a user stays at a place for a period of time. User stay 
detection comprises determining the start time, when the user 
arrives at a place, and the end time, when the user departs the 
place, and matching POI for the place. 

For at least Some embodiments, a user stay of a user of the 
mobile device is defined by the mobile device being within 
the specific distance (which for at least some embodiments, is 
determined by a threshold physical distance) of a location for 
at least the specific minimal duration (which can also be 
defined by a threshold period of time). As described, the 
location of the mobile device changes over time, and the 
specific location changes over time as the locations of the 
mobile changes. The location of the mobile device is tracked 
over time. A distance of the mobile device can be defined by 
the distance of each location point (such as, GPS data point) 
associated with the mobile device to a location, such as, the 
specific location. The minimal time duration can be defined 
by the amount of time the mobile device is within the specific 
distance (or threshold distance) from the specific location. 
As previously stated, for at least Some embodiments, the 

specific location adaptively changes over time as the mobile 
device moves. At least some embodiments include determin 
ing the specific location by statistically calculating the spe 
cific location based on a plurality of locations of the mobile 
device over a period of time. For an embodiment, the period 
of time is determined based on the start time and the end time. 
As will be described, the statistical calculation can include the 
determination of a centroid. 
An embodiment includes associating a Point of Interest 

(POI) with the specific location. For at least some embodi 
ments, the POI is defined as a specific point location or place 
that someone may find useful or interesting. There can be at 
least two types of POIs: public POIs (e.g. stores, parks) that 
one can obtain from POI database services, and personal POIs 
(e.g. home, friend's home) that are personal to a mobile user. 
As described, the specific distance and the specific minimum 
time duration can adaptively change based on an identified 
POI associated with the user stay. For example, the specific 
distance and the specific minimum time duration associated 
with a physically large POI (such as, a convention hall or 
sports stadium) can be quite different than the specific dis 
tance and the specific minimum time duration associated with 
physically Small POI (Such as, a small shop or residence). 
A POI can have several properties, such as latitude and 

longitude, a name (e.g., Olive Garden), a category (for 
instance, restaurant), and a Subcategory (for example, Italian 
cuisine). A POI can be of different sizes, and can have a 
hierarchical structure. For example, a POI can be a big park, 
such as Yosemite. Inside the park, there can be smaller POIs, 
such as a hotel or a restaurant. Furthermore, a POI can be 
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associated with an event name (for example, a concert of 
Beatles, or a baseball game in a stadium, a seminar on cook 
ing). 

For at least some of the embodiments described, a user stay 
is defined as an event in which a specific user visits a specific 
POI at a specific time. For embodiments, each user stay has 
attributes including reference to the POI, start time of the 
visit, duration of the visit, and the device (as a proxy of the 
user) that detects the visit. A user stay can be detected by 
clustering user location data continuously collected by the 
mobile device of a user, computing the cluster's centroid, and 
then matching it to a nearby POI. In addition to its geographi 
cal presence, a user stay can include temporal presence. Such 
as events scheduled at the specific POI. For example, the POI 
like a stadium can have football game on Friday, a concert on 
Saturday, and a baseball game on Sunday. For at least some 
embodiments, such an event is defined as an event of interest 
(EOI), which can be an attribute of a user stay. 

For at least some embodiments, the determinations of user 
stays and the user's points of interest are automatic. That is, 
user stay and/or POI determination processing is automati 
cally executed without the user proactively or reactively pro 
viding input. For some embodiments, the determination of 
the user's user stays and/or POIs does not require manual 
input from the user. The processing can be performed in the 
background, and operate on persistently collected sensor data 
(optionally uploading the data to a server). For an embodi 
ment, a background-processing algorithm determines the 
user stay and/or POI. Note, all or portions of the user stay 
and/or POI determination algorithms can run on both mobile 
client side (the mobile device) and server side (a server con 
nected to the mobile device through a network). Other 
embodiments include semi-automatic processing in which a 
users input or feedback can optionally be included with the 
processing to improve the process. For example, user inputs, 
Such as correcting or adding or deleting a user stay and/or 
POI, can be used as important feedback information to boost 
the performance of overall user stay and/or POI determina 
tion processing. 

For Some embodiments, the processing is performed (at the 
mobile device and/or at the server) in real-time, and for some 
embodiments the processing includes post-processing. For 
real-time processing, the user stay and/or POI determination 
is made with a short delay (e.g. 10 seconds or a minute) after 
the user arrives at the user stay and/or POI, with a determi 
nation deadline being adaptively specified depending on the 
application. For post-processing, the user stay and/or POI 
determination is made beyond the short delay (or without a 
deadline). 

For at least some embodiments, a current state of a user is 
defined as the user's current location, time and what the user 
is doing. 

Embodiments include tracking user stays of the user over 
time, wherein the user stays include at least one location and 
creating a user profile for the user based at least in part on at 
least one of an arrival time, a duration or a frequency of visits 
of the user at each of the user stays. For at least some embodi 
ments, the user profile is defined as the results of location 
based user behavior analysis. For at least Some embodiments, 
the user profile includes the fundamental statistics, such as the 
number of visits, the time of visit, and the average and total 
duration of all visits to one POI. Furthermore, for at least 
some embodiments the user profile includes location behav 
ior patterns learned from the fundamental statistics. For 
example, it includes user's location preference, such as which 
POIs or EOIs a user visits often, at what time of the day and/or 
day of week, user's location transitions between different 
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6 
POIs, and user preferred routes between POIs according to 
trail information. For example, the statistical transitions can 
include one-step location behavior change. Such as the user 
visiting place A after place B, or multi-step location behavior 
change, visiting place A after place Band then going to place 
C. In addition, for at least some embodiments, the user profile 
includes user manually input preferences. The user profile 
includes characteristics of the user. One characteristic of the 
user includes a history of locations of interest of the user. For 
at least Some embodiments, the user profile includes the sta 
tistics of the categories and subcategories of the POIs and 
EOIs the user has visited. 

FIG. 1 is a flow chart that includes steps of a method of 
automatically detecting and sharing user stays of a mobile 
device of a user. A first step 110 includes persistently collect 
ing, by the mobile device, location information. A second step 
120 includes determining a group of users for sending noti 
fications and sharing the user stays. A third step 130 includes 
determining whether the mobile device is within a specific 
distance of a specific location for at least specific minimum 
duration based on the location information. A fourth step 140 
includes determining a user stay based on the location infor 
mation and the specific distance. A fifth step 150 includes 
determining if the user stay is private or public to at least a 
portion of the group of users based on preferences of the user 
and the location information. A sixth step 160 includes shar 
ing the user stay with the at least the portion of the group of 
users by sending notifications to the group of users if the user 
stay is determined to be public to the at least the portion of the 
group of users. 
As described, for at least some embodiments, the user stay 

includes at least one of an arrival time, and a departure time, 
of which, for at least some embodiments, are determined 
based on the location information and the specific distance. 
At least some embodiments further include sharing other 

location information to the at least the portion of the group of 
users if the user stay is determined to be public to the at least 
the portion of the group of users. 
At least some embodiments further include identifying a 

point of interest (POI) for the user stay based on the location 
information and user stay history of the user and user stay 
history of the group of users, wherein the user stay history of 
the user includes past user stays of the user, and wherein the 
user stay history of the group of users includes past user stays 
of the group of users. 

For at least Some embodiments, the group of users for 
sharing the user stay includes pair-wise connections, wherein 
a pair of connected of users share user stay information with 
each other. For at least some embodiments, the group of users 
for sharing the user stay includes a unidirectional following 
relationship, wherein the user shares user stays with users of 
the group of users who want to follow the user. For at least 
Some embodiments, the group of users for sharing the user 
stay includes a membership, wherein users in the group share 
user stay information with all members of the group of users. 
As described, for an embodiment, a user shares user stays 

with a group of users. For an embodiment, the users in the 
group are referred to as “connected users’ or “connections' 
for simplicity. As described, for an embodiment, the group is 
determined by pair-wise connections, where a pair of con 
nected users share user stays with each other. For example, 
two family members may establish a connection with each 
other. Then, they (the family members) can see each other's 
user stay information. Also as described, for an embodiment 
the group is determined by unidirectional following relation 
ship, wherein a user shares user stays with users who want to 
follow the user. For example, a celebrity may want to share 
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her user stays with anyone who want to follow her. If a user 
follows the celebrity, the user is notified when the celebrity 
arrives at or departs from places. Also, as described, for an 
embodiment, the group is also determined by membership 
instead one-to-one relationship, wherein users in a group 
share user stay information with all the members in the group. 
For example, all students in a class can share user stays with 
each other. 

For at least some embodiments, determining if a user stay 
is private or public to the group members, is specified by the 
user using a list of points of interest (POIs), POI categories, 
geographical regions, and time of day and/or day of week. For 
at least some embodiments, the user can specify a list of users 
who do not receive notifications or see user stays of the user. 

At least Some embodiments, allows users to set a user stays 
as private, which is visible only to users who generate them. 
A user can manually set a detected user stay to private. How 
ever, to automatically set user stays detected in the future to be 
private, a user can specify a black list of POIs not to share. For 
example, the user can specify not to share stays at home with 
friends. A user can also specify a black list of POI categories 
not to share. For example, the user can specify not to share 
user stays with POI categories as hotel. A user can also 
specify a black list of geographical regions not to share. For 
example, the user can specify that user stays in the county of 
his office are not shareable. Alternatively, a user can specify a 
time period not to share. The time period can be specified by 
time of day and/or day of week. For example, the user can 
specify that user stays in Saturday and Sunday should not be 
shared. In the above examples, the user specifies private user 
stays using a black list of POIs, POI categories, geographical 
regions, and time of day and/or day of week. It is also possible 
for the user to specify a white list of POIs, POI categories, 
geographical regions, and time of day and/or day of week. 
Then, only user stays matching the white list of criteria are 
visible to connected users. All other user stays are private. 

At least Some embodiments further include determining an 
arrival of the user stay and a departure of the user stay, and 
wherein sharing the user stay comprises sending a push noti 
fication, SMS (Small messaging system), or emails to group 
members about the arrival and the departure of the user stay 
and other related information, wherein the arrival includes an 
arrival time of the user stay and the POI, and the departure 
includes a departure time of the user stay and the POI. At least 
some embodiments further include determining if the push 
notification should be sent is specified by the user of the user 
stay and recipients of the notification using a black list or a 
white list of POIs, POI categories, geographical regions, time 
of day and/or day of week. For at least some embodiments, 
user stay privacy is controlled at user level. Although a user 
establishes a connection with another user, the user may want 
to hide user stays to the connected user. The user can specify 
a list of users who cannot see the user's user stays. To further 
control the visibility of user stays, the user can specify that a 
connected user cannot see his user stays for a black list of 
POIs, POI categories, geographical regions, and time of day 
and/or day of week. Alternatively, the user can specify that a 
connected user can only see his user stays for a white list of 
POIs, POI categories, geographical regions, and time of day 
and/or day of week. 

For at least some embodiments, a system identified POI for 
a user stay may not be the POI a user actually visited. Further, 
a user may want to customize the POI name for a user stay. For 
example, a user Eric may wants to name a user stay at his 
home as Eric's Home. So for at least some embodiments, a 
user can correct the system selected POIs for user stays. 
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8 
Meanwhile, a user can correct the system selected POIs for 
user stays of connected group users. 

For at least some embodiments, identifying a POI for a user 
stay includes matching a POI with the user stay based on the 
location information, a database of nearby POIs, number of 
visits of POIs previously visited by the user or group mem 
bers, POIs corrected or added by the user or group members. 
As stated, at least Some embodiments include sending a 

notification, a short message service (SMS), or emails to 
connected users for arrival and departure of user stays and 
other related information. For at least some embodiments, 
notifications can be sent via Apple(R) Push Notification Ser 
vice (PNS) for iOS devices, Google Cloud Message(R) for 
Android devices, or other messaging services for mobile 
devices. Push notifications can also be sent via a persistent 
connection between a mobile device and a backend server. 
Alternatively, push notifications can be sent by mobile phone 
short message service (SMS). Also, push notifications can be 
sent by email. 

For at least some embodiments, notifications are sent in 
real time. Notifications can be triggered by arrival and depar 
ture of a user stay. For example, when a user arrives at home, 
the system will send the user's connected users a notification 
with a message including the user's name, arrival time, 
arrived POI name (home in this example), and optionally POI 
address. 

For at least some embodiments, notifications are triggered 
by user stays and sent by a backend system. Both the user who 
generates the user stays and the connected users who receive 
the notifications can control the notification delivery. They 
can control what user stays should trigger notifications. They 
can use a black list or a white list of POIs, POI categories, 
geographical regions, and time of day and/or day of week to 
specify what users should or should not trigger notifications. 
They can also control the delivery methods of notifications 
such as Apple PNSR), Google Cloud Message(R), SMS, or 
email. For Apple PNS, they can customize the notification 
audio. For example, their mobile phone will use different 
audios to differentiate connected users or POIs. 

For at least Some embodiments, sharing the user stay 
includes displaying the user stay on a timeline to members of 
the group of users (for example, on group members mobile 
devices) in which the timeline consists of a series of arrivals 
and departures of user stays of a user stay history of the user 
and a user stay history of the group of users and ordered by 
timing of the arrivals and timing of the departures. For at least 
Some embodiments, the timeline includes an arrival portion 
that includes an arrival time, a point of interest (POI), and a 
user name of the user stay. For at least some embodiments, the 
timeline includes departure portion that includes an end time, 
a point of interest (POI), and a user name of the user stay. 

For at least Some embodiments, sharing the user stay 
includes displaying a timeline of arrivals and departures of 
multiple members of the group of user. For at least some 
embodiments, this includes merging events generated by the 
multiple members into a single event if user stays of the 
events are at a same POI during an overlapped period of time. 
At least some embodiments further include detecting an 

arrival or departure of a POI (point of interest) associated with 
the users stay, wherein the detecting triggers user specified 
actions including at least one of displaying a note, prompting 
a TODO list, playing a recorded Voice message, sending an 
email, making a phone call, or triggering actions on third 
party services, such as social websites like Facebook.(R), Twit 
terR) or cloud services such as Dropbox.R. For at least some 
embodiments, the user specified actions are specified by the 
user of the user stay or a recipient of the user stay using a 
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white list of POIs, POI categories, geographic regions, time 
of day or day of the week, or usual or unusual user stay 
behavior patterns. 

For at least some embodiments, identifying a POI (point of 
interest) for the user stay includes matching the POI with the 
user stay based on the location information, a database of 
POIs, number of visits of POIs previous visited by the user or 
group members, or POIs corrected or added by members of 
the group of users. At least Some embodiments further include 
members of the group of users correcting selected POIs of 
other members of the group of users. For an embodiment, 
group members can correct user stays of other group mem 
bers. For example, after notification the other group members 
can proactively provide corrective feedback to the user 
regarding the user stays of the user. 

At least some embodiments further include sharing real 
time location information including sharing a location of a 
mobile device of the user in transit between two user stays to 
group members. For example, the sharing device sends the 
location information continuously to a backend server. The 
recipient device obtains the real-time location of the sharing 
device by retrieving the location of the sharing device from 
the backend server. For at least some embodiments, sharing 
real-time locations includes initiating a sharing session. For at 
least some embodiments, initiating a sharing session sending 
a sharing request from a recipient device using push notifica 
tion to the mobile device in transit, or maintaining a persistent 
network connection from a backend server to the mobile 
device in transit to wait for accepting a sharing request initi 
ated from the recipient device. For at least some embodi 
ments, sharing real-time location includes proactively initi 
ating the sharing session by the mobile device in transit and 
constantly publishing location information to the server while 
in transit. 

For at least some embodiments, users can establish con 
nection groups based on their social connections. At least 
Some embodiments include methods, systems, and appara 
tuses for automatically discovering nearby people that have 
installed the same application. The system then aggregates all 
such user's locations in a backend server. The backend server 
then sends nearby exposed user's location information to the 
user. The user's private information is not exposed. The user's 
full name and photos are also protected unless the user wants 
to expose them. If the user wants to establish a connection 
with a nearby user, the user can click a button to send invita 
tion. The system is responsible for delivering the invitation to 
the nearby user. 

For at least some embodiments, sharing the other location 
information includes performing a user stay behavior analy 
sis of the user and performing a Social behavior analysis of 
members of the group of users. For at least Some embodi 
ments, the user stay behavior analysis includes automatically 
identifying unusual user stay behavior of the users, such as 
visiting a never-visited place or staying at a place for unusu 
ally long time and then notifying group members about the 
unusual behavior. For at least some embodiments, the Social 
behavior analysis comprises automatically identifying time 
of day, day of week, and duration that members of the group 
of users spend time together at the same place. For at least 
Some embodiments, the user stay behavior analysis includes 
automatically identifying home and work places for the user 
based on user stay history of the user. For at least some 
embodiments, the user stay behavior analysis includes auto 
matically identifying top places visited by the user and top 
places for a category visited by the user. 

At least Some embodiments include methods, systems, and 
apparatuses of user stay behavior analysis of individual users 
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10 
and Social behavior analysis of a group of users. For at least 
Some embodiments, the behavior analysis includes derivation 
of a user profile based on user stays of a user, which includes 
correlation of visited POIs, frequently visited POIs, top 
Places visited by the user, top places for a category visited by 
the user. Correlation of POIs includes the conditional prob 
ability that a user visits a POI and then visit another POI. 
Another embodiment includes observing the most frequent 
routes for a user to go from a POI to another POI. Further, 
minimum, maximum, average speed for a user to go from a 
POI to another POI can be observed. By aggregating user 
stays into regions, the time a user spends in different regions 
and how the spent time is distributed in time of day and/or day 
of week can be observed. 

Behavior analysis can in turn be used to improve POI 
matching. For example, behavior analysis can show the time 
and the duration that a user goes to restaurant, gym, or a 
grocery store. Then, at POI matching stage, the correspond 
ing POIs higher weight for selection based on the time of the 
user stay, the user's behavior pattern, and the category of a 
POI. 
At least some embodiments include observation of social 

behavior patterns by conducting behavior analysis of a group 
of connected user. For at least Some embodiments, social 
behavior analysis includes a method of automatically identi 
fying time of day, day of week, and duration that group 
members spend time together at the same place. Thus a Social 
behavior pattern can be utilized in POI matching. For an 
embodiment, when the group users visit to the same location 
at the same time, selecting the same POI for the users based on 
their historical social profiles is evaluated. 

For an embodiment, user stay behavior analysis includes 
automatically identifying a user's unusual user stay behavior 
Such as visiting a never-visited place or staying at a place for 
unusually longtime and then notifying group members about 
the unusual behavior. For an embodiment, the system sends a 
notification, SMS, email to connected group members for the 
user's unusual behavior. This is useful, for example, for par 
ents to protect their children. 

For an embodiment, user stay behavior analysis includes 
automatically identifying home and work places for a user 
based on the user's user stay history. After a user starts to use 
the system for a few days, the system has collected Some user 
stays for the user. An embodiment includes automatically 
detecting home and work place for the user based on user 
stays. Once the home or work places have been detected, the 
user can be prompted to confirm. Thus, the user does not need 
to manually enter home or work place. That is, the home and 
work places are automatically identified. 

For an embodiment, detect the home includes first filtering 
all user stays to remove short user stays and long user stays 
that last for a few days. Then for each POI and all user stays 
of the POI, the total number of days that the user has user stays 
at the POI, is counted and named as total days. Meanwhile, 
the number of midnights that the user has user stays at the 
POIs, is counted and named as midnight days. If the ratio 
midnight dayS/total days is larger than a predefined thresh 
old, then the POI is considered to be a home candidate. Foran 
embodiment, from all home candidates, the one the user 
visited most often is selected as the home POI. 

For an embodiment, to detect office, all user stays are 
filtered to remove short user stays and long user stays that last 
for a few days (or a threshold number of days). Then for each 
POI and all user stays of the POI, the total number of days that 
the user has user stays at the POI is counted and named as 
total days. Meanwhile, the number of days that the user has 
user stays that can be considered as an office user stays is 
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counted and named as office days. To determine ifa user stay 
is an office user stay, the total hours of the user stay in work 
hours, i.e., 8am-18 am, Monday to Friday is divided by the 
total hours of the user stay. If the ratio is large enough, it is 
determined to be an office user stay. A practical ratio is 70%. 
Then, if the ratio of office dayS/total days is larger than a 
predefined threshold, it is considered to be an office candi 
date. For an embodiment, for all office candidates, the one the 
user visited most often is picked or selected. 

For an embodiment, notifications are sent to a user when 
the user's home or office is detected. Further, notifications are 
sent to a user when the recommending the user to establish 
connections with some users based on their behavior pattern. 

For at least some embodiments, determining the group of 
users (that is, for a group of connected users) includes auto 
matically discovering nearby users and recommending the 
nearby users to establish connections to establish the group of 
users, wherein nearby is defined by a selected distance. 

FIG. 2 is a flow chart that includes steps of a high-level 
processing flow of determining and sharing user stays of a 
user of a mobile device, according to an embodiment. That is, 
FIG. 2 illustrates the processing flow 201 of a system for 
detecting user stays of a mobile device of a user and sending 
notifications to a group of users for sharing the user stays. The 
workflow consists of starting a location manager on mobile 
devices to persistently track location 202. For an embodi 
ment, the location manager is software running on the mobile 
device for collecting location data, which includes either GPS 
location data or network location data. To optimize power 
consumption, the location manager may be turned off and on 
from time to time. An embodiment includes automatically 
identifying user stays of the mobile device of the user 203 and 
selecting POIs to match identified user stays 204. Once a user 
stay is generated, the user's preferences are checked for shar 
ing user stays 205. If the userprefers to stay in a private mode, 
the user stay is not shared. Otherwise, the user's connection 
group is checked to identify a group of users for sharing the 
user stay. For an embodiment, the user's connection prefer 
ence are also checked for each connection in case the user 
does not want to share user stays with a specific connection. 
As the result, a group of users to share the users user stay with 
is obtained. For an embodiment, a timeline entry for each user 
in the group 206 is created, which includes the user stay 
information. For an embodiment, a push notification is sent to 
each user in the group 207. For an embodiment, before send 
ing a notification to a user, the recipient push notification 
preference set in advance by each user in the group is 
checked. For an embodiment, if a user in the group does not 
want to receive push notifications in general or does not want 
to receive push notifications from a specific user, the user's 
preference is followed and push notifications are not sent. 

FIG. 3 is a flow chart that includes steps of a method of 
sending push notifications to members of a group of users, 
according to an embodiment. That is, FIG.3 depicts details of 
push notification flow from a mobile device that generates a 
user stay to mobile devices of connected users. For this 
embodiment, Mobile Phone 1 in 301 sends location informa 
tion to Backend Server in 302. Backend Server in 302 detects 
a user stay and sends a push notification request to Push 
Notification Service in 303. Push Notification Service in 303 
can be Apple Push Notification Service(R), Google Cloud 
Messaging Service 200, or a proprietary push notification 
service. Push Notification service then sends push notifica 
tions to connected group members, in this case, Mobile Phone 
2 in 304 and Mobile Phone 3 in 305. 

FIG. 4 shows a sequence of locations of a user of a mobile 
device, the determination of a user stay, and sharing of the 
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12 
user stay with members of a group of users, according to an 
embodiment. That is, FIG. 4 illustrates how for an embodi 
ment, user stays are detected and how notifications are trig 
gered at arrival and departure location. A mobile device user 
moves forward in a direction in 401. In 402, the mobile device 
arrives at a place. The user then starts move around the place 
or stay there until the user departs from the place in 407. The 
system detects the user stay 403. 

In FIG. 4, the user stays are detected by collecting the 
location information by the mobile device. For an embodi 
ment, attempts are made to cluster location points collected So 
far and a centroid is computed based on the current cluster. 
For a new location point, the distance of the new location 
point to the current centroid is checked. If the distance is 
within a specific distance then add the new location to the 
cluster. If the distance is larger then the specific distance, then 
the cluster is closed. For each newly added location point, the 
duration between the start time (arrival time) and the time of 
current location of the cluster is checked. If the duration is 
longer than a specific minimum duration, then a user stay is 
detected. For an embodiment, a POI is identified for the user 
stay based on the location information and user stay history of 
the user or other connected users. If the cluster is closed, a 
new cluster is started from the departure point. The closed 
location point is the departure point. 

For an embodiment, user stay detection requires a specific 
duration requirement. The duration can be customized by 
POIs or personalized for users. For example, if the user stay is 
for a user's home and office, the duration requirement can be 
very Small. Thus, once a user arrives at the place, the user stay 
will be detected immediately. 

For an embodiment, once the user stay arrival 402 is 
detected, the backend server 404 sends notifications to push 
notification server 405. The push notification server 405 
sends the notifications to mobile devices of connected group 
members in 406. Similarly, once the system detects the user 
stay departure 407, the backend server 404 sends push noti 
fications to push notification server 405. The push notification 
server 405 sends the notifications to mobile devices of con 
nected group members in 406. 

FIG. 5 shows a series of events included in the sharing of a 
user stay, according to an embodiment. That is, FIG. 5 dem 
onstrates how to implement OTG (on-the-go) via persistent 
network connections. OTG refers to the user being on-the-go, 
and how to share location data of the user while or when the 
user is on-the-go. A protocol for persistent network connec 
tion is WebSocket(R). The publisher client in 501 establishes a 
persistent network connection to the backend server in 502 
and sends a register message to indicate its user ID, pub 
lisher uid. Thus, the backend server can associate the con 
nection with the publisher by the user Id. The viewer client in 
503 also establishes a persistent network connection to the 
backend server in 504 and sends a register message to indicate 
its user Id, viewer uid. The viewer client in 505 then deter 
mines to initiate an OTG on the publisher. Thus, the viewer 
client in 505 sends a subscribe message with the publisher 
user Id to the backend server in 506. The backend server in 
507 identifies the connection from the publisher based on the 
publisher user ID and sends a pull message to the publisher 
client in 508. For an embodiment, the pull message contains 
the viewer UID and publisher UID. For an embodiment, after 
receiving the pull message, the publisher client in 509 starts 
OTG and sends raw data to the backend server in 510. Then 
the backend server in 511 sends publisher's raw data to the 
viewer client in 512 a push message containing the publisher 
user Id, the latitude and longitude of the raw data on publisher 
client, and the timestamp when the data was collected. 
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FIG. 6 shows a series of events associated with a push 
notification of a user stay, according to an embodiment. That 
is, FIG. 6 illustrates an embodiment of how to deliver OTG 
via push notifications. A viewer client in 601 sends an HTTP 
request to the backend server in 602, requesting publisher to 
send raw data. The backend server in 603 sends a PNS request 
DATA POST REQUEST to the push notification server in 
604, which forwards the PNS to the publisher client in 605. 
The publisher client then starts OTG state and sends raw data 
to the backend server in 607. The backend server in 608 then 
sends the raw data in a PNS request DATA UPDATE to the 
viewer in 610 via push notification server in 609. Then, 
viewer client in 610 can show the publisher client’s real-time 
location in timeline. 

FIG. 7 shows a display of a user that includes a timeline of 
user stays of other users in a same group as the user, according 
to an embodiment. That is, FIG. 7 demonstrate an OTG event 
701 in timeline, where Friend 6 is in OTG state since 9:10am 
Feb. 10, 2014. The timeline can visualize the location with a 
map or conduct a reverse geocode to show the address of the 
location. 

FIG. 7 illustrates sharing a user stay comprises displaying 
the user stay in a timeline on a mobile phone app. A timeline 
includes a series of arrival and departure events of user stays 
generated by group members and ordered by event generation 
time. An arrival timeline event includes the arrival time, the 
POI, and the user name of the user stay. A departure timeline 
event includes the end time, the POI, and the user name of the 
user stay. In FIG. 7, a friend named Friend 1 arrived at POI 1 
at 08:00am Feb. 10, 2014 in 705, and departed from POI 1 at 
08:30am Feb. 10, 2014 in 703. Afriend name Friend 2 arrived 
at POI 2 at 08:10am Feb. 10, 2014 in 704. 
At least Some embodiments include displaying the timeline 

of arrival and departure events of multiple group members 
including merging events generated by multiple users into a 
single event if the user stays of the events are at the same POI 
during overlapped period of time. In FIG. 7. Friend 3, Friend 
4, and Friend 5 arrived at POI3 almost at the same time (702). 
For an embodiment, the three arrival events are merged into a 
single time entry. 

For at least Some embodiments, a user stay is associated 
with some relevant information. For example, a user may 
wants to display a shopping list once the user arrives at a 
grocery store. The described embodiments include methods, 
systems, and apparatuses that can execute user specified 
actions such as displaying a note, prompting a TODO list, 
playing a recorded Voice message, sending an email or SMS, 
or making a phone call once a user specified condition is 
satisfied. User specified conditions could be arrival or depar 
ture events. The conditions can also be arrival or departure 
events based on a specified list of POIs, POI categories, 
geographical regions, and time of day and/or day of week. 
More advanced triggering conditions can be based on unusual 
user behavior. For example, the condition can be that a user 
arrives at a place that the user has never been. On the other 
hand, user specified actions could be actions on third-party 
web services such as social websites like Facebook(R), Twit 
ter(R) or cloud services such as Dropbox.R. User specified 
actions can be specified by the user who generates the user 
stay or the connected group users. Thus, a user can specify 
actions for any user in the connected user group. For example, 
a husband may want to remind his wife with a shopping list 
when his wife arrives at a grocery store. His wife may want to 
remind him with a message that he should buy some milk 
when he leaves his office. 

The described embodiments include methods, systems, 
and apparatuses for sharing real-time location information 
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comprises sharing the location of the mobile phone of the user 
in transit between two user stays to connected group mem 
bers. The sharing phone sends the location information to a 
backend server. The recipient phone obtains the real-time 
location of the sharing phone from the backend server. The 
“real-time location data' can be referred to as "raw data'. 
As previously described, real-time location sharing can be 

referred to as OTG (on-the-go). For an embodiment, a mobile 
device of a user automatically starts OTG once it departs from 
a user stay. As a result, the mobile device will consume battery 
power. If no connected users want to view the user's real-time 
location at the time, the power consumption on the mobile 
device is a waste. The described embodiments further 
includes methods, systems, and apparatuses for saving power 
by triggering OTG only if a connected user is viewing time 
line and the user has departed from a user stay and has not 
arrived at next user stay. 

For an embodiment, a connected user who is viewing the 
timeline is referred to as the viewer. For an embodiment, a 
user who will share OTG locations is referred to as the pub 
lisher. To save the power, the viewer device initiates the OTG 
state on the publisher device by sending an OTG request to the 
publisher device via a backend server. For an embodiment, 
the condition to initiate an OTG is the viewer viewing the 
timeline and the publisher has departed from a user stay and 
has not arrived at another user stay. Once the publisher device 
receives the OTG request from viewer, the publisher starts 
OTG state and sends location data to the backend server. The 
backend server sends location data to the viewer device. The 
publisher device will be in OTG state for a period, for 
example, 5 minutes. The OTG state will expire after 5 min 
utes. The publisher device will stop collecting location data to 
save power. To continue OTG state, the viewer device has to 
repeatedly trigger OTG every 5 minutes if the viewer is still 
viewing the timeline. 

For an embodiment, to deliver an OTG request to the pub 
lisher device, a push notification is sent to the publisher 
device. Besides push notification, the OTG request can be 
delivered to the publisher device by a persistent network 
connection between the publisher device and the backend 
server. The publisher device has to maintain a persistent con 
nection to the backend server. Thus, the server can deliver the 
OTG request to the publisher device anytime. The publisher 
device may only establish a persistent connection to the back 
end server when it departs from a user stay. On the other hand, 
the viewer also needs to set up a persistent network connec 
tion to the backend server to receive the raw data sent from the 
backend server. 

Additional Descriptions of User Stays 
FIG. 8 shows an example of a map that depicts locations 

traveled by an individual that further depicts points of interest 
(or user stays). A line 810 depicts the locations traveled by the 
user. During the travels of the user, the user visits various 
points of interest. Based on the visited locations, additional 
points of interest can be recommended and/or Suggested to 
the user. The locations traveled and the time spent at or 
between locations can be used to identify user stays of the 
USC. 

The trail of the user can be marked by differing speeds 
(depicted by varying thickness of the line 810) of travel 
between points of interest. The travel speed can be used as one 
piece of information in the determination of trails of interest. 
A series of points of interest (such as shown in FIG. 8) can 

be termed a “trail of interest'. The trail of interest includes a 
sequence of location data points. Embodiments of each loca 
tion data point can include the attributes of latitude, longitude, 
altitude, speed and/or a timestamp. More specifically, an 
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embodiment of a trail of interest is defined by a plurality of 
points of interest of the user. For an embodiment, a frequency 
and/or speed of the user between points of interest is used to 
determine a level of importance of the trail. For example, if a 
user travels along one part of a trail (or route) frequently, with 
low speed (meaning it is a local street, rather than high way, 
which can be verified by using a geo-database), then some 
types of services along the this part of the trail can be recom 
mended to the user, with the expectation that it is more likely 
for the user to use the service, because it is easier for the user 
to stop by the service. For an embodiment, the level of impor 
tance is included within a user profile. 

FIG. 9 shows an example of a mobile device that the 
disclosed embodiments for determining user stays of the user 
of the mobile device are operable, according to an embodi 
ment. For embodiments, user location data is continuously 
collected from the mobile device over time. The data can 
consist of multiple streams of sensor data with timestamps. 

Spatial information (such as, longitude, latitude, altitude) 
of the user can be determined by a location sensing system, 
such as a global positioning system (GPS) 920 and/or net 
work-based location, such as location determined by cellular 
and/or WiFi networks of the mobile device 900. Based on the 
spatial information, a controller 910 (or another controller 
connected to the controller 910) of the mobile device 900 can 
roughly determine locations of the user. GPS, however, can be 
limited because the exact location or the actual business 
(point of interest) visited by the user may not determinable 
from GPS alone. Embodiments provide alternate or addi 
tional pieces of location information as determined by the 
controller 910, or a controller electronically connectable to 
the controller 910. 

Signals sensed by a motion sensor (for example, an accel 
erometer) 940 can be used to provide additional user-related 
information. That is, for example, the GPS 920 may be pre 
cise enough to narrow down the identification of a location of 
interest to three businesses. The signals generated by the 
motion sensor 940 can provide an indication of activity of the 
user, which can be used to additionally identify a location of 
interest. For example, when a department store (e.g. Wal 
mart(R) is located next to a cafe (e.g. Starbucks.(R), the user's 
motion pattern can be used to disambiguate between the two 
POI (points of interest), Walmart and Starbucks. If the user's 
motion pattern indicates that the user has been walking 
around most of the time, then the probability that the user 
visited the department store is higher. On the other hand, if the 
user's motion pattern indicates that the user has been sitting 
still most of the time, then the probability that the user visited 
the cafe is higher. 

Images captured by a camera 930 of the mobile device 900 
can be used to provide additional user-related information. 
That is, for example, signs on business proximate to the user's 
location can be used to determined points of interest. 

Audio signals sensed by a microphone 950 of the mobile 
device 900 can be used to provide additional user-related 
information. That is, for example, loud noise versus quiet 
noise in the background of a user's location can be used to aid 
in determination of points of interest. For example, because 
the noise level in a library is usually low, if the noise level is 
low, then the probability that the user is in a library is higher 
than the probability that user is in a restaurant. 

Direction of the user can be determined by, for example, a 
compass 970 of the mobile device 900. The compass 970 can 
provide present or historical directions of the user. The direc 
tions of the user can be used to aid in the determination of 
points of interest. 
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Rotation of the user can be determined by, for example, a 

gyroscope 972 of the mobile device 900. The gyroscope 972 
can provide present or historical rotation of the mobile device 
of that the user carries. The rotation of the mobile device of 
the user can be used to aid in the determination of points of 
interest. 
An ambient temperature of the user can be determined by, 

for example, a thermometer 974 of the mobile device 900. 
The thermometer 974 can provide present or historical ambi 
ent temperatures of the user. The temperature of the user can 
be used to aid in the determination of points of interest. For 
example, temperature can be used to determined whether the 
user is or was outside versus inside. 

Exposure to ambient light by the user can be determined 
by, for example, a light sensor 976 of the mobile device 900. 
The light sensor 976 can provide present or historical light 
exposure of the user. The light exposure of the user can be 
used to aid in the determination of points of interest. For 
example, sensed levels of IR can be used to determine 
whether the mobile device of the user is, for example, in the 
user's pocket, and to determine whether the user is in direct 
Sun light. 

User-input information can be received from a key-board 
or touchscreen 982. Based on a determination that the user is 
using the input (key-board or touch screen) behavior if the 
user can be inferred, and therefore, educated guesses can be 
made regarding the location of the user. For example, if the 
user is inputting information, the user is probably not driving. 
If the user is talking, the user is probably not at a movie 
theater. 

Barometric information from a barometric sensor 984 can 
be sensed and used to determine user-related information. For 
example, the barometric information can be used to deduce an 
altitude of the user, and therefore, be used to determine what 
floor of a building the user is presently located. GPS can be 
inaccurate inside of buildings, and therefore, barometric 
information can be very useful. 
A network 990 that the mobile device 900 is connected to, 

can provide additional user-related information. For example, 
a server 980 of the network can have street view images that 
provide additional information regarding a general location 
that a user is at. The connection to the remote server 980 is 
optional, because the mobile device may be disconnected 
from the server. In addition, part of the user profile 960 
computation can be performed on the mobile device, and may 
not be required to be run on the server. 

It is to be understood that the processing of the described 
embodiments for determining user stays can occur at the 
controller910, at the network server 980, or at a combination 
of both the controller 910 and the network server 980. If the 
connection of the network 990 allows the location informa 
tion to be properly uploaded to the network server 980, then 
nearly all of the user stay processing can occur at the network 
server. However, if the connection of the network 990 is not 
available, at least a portion of the user stay processing can 
occur at the controller 910 of the mobile device 900. 

For at least Some embodiments, one or more of the sensed 
states of a combination of the sensed states of the described 
sensors (920, 930, 940,950, 970,972,974,976,982, 984) 
and/or network connectivity (990) are used in user stay deter 
mination. The sensed states of the sensors change over time. 
For an embodiment, patterns or a series of patterns in the one 
or more sensed States of the described sensors can be identi 
fied and/or recognized. For at least Some embodiments, 
changes in the patterns indicate the user is arriving (start time) 
or departing (end time) a POI, or that the user is in transit 
between users stays or POIs. Therefore, for at least some 
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embodiments, the information of the sensed states of the 
sensors can be used to determine user stays. For example, if 
the motion state (940) indicates that the user is stationary over 
a period of time, for at least Some embodiments, this is used 
to identify the period of time as a potential user stay. If the 
network (990) is connected to a wireless station for a period of 
time, for at least some embodiments, this is used to identify 
the period of time as potential user stay. If a sensed light 
intensity of the light sensor 976 of the mobile device main 
tains a constant level (the same) of sensed light for a period of 
time, this information can be used to indicate a user stay. If the 
sensed temperature maintains the same level for a period of 
time, that information can be used to indicate a user stay. 

FIG.10 shows a time-line of locations of the mobile device, 
which can be used for determining user stays of the user of the 
mobile device, according to an embodiment. As shown, a 
sequence of user stays 1022, 1024, 1026 are identified based 
on location data sensed by the mobile device while the mobile 
device and the user of the mobile device are in transit. 
As shown, user data (including at least location data) is 

sensed overtime. As will be described, based on the user data, 
user stays are identified. As shown, user stays are typically 
separated by “in transit” times, wherein the user is in transit 
between user stays. 
Once a user stay is detected, events can be triggered on the 

mobile device, remote network, or other mobile devices. For 
example, for at least some embodiments, once the mobile 
device arrives at a POI or departs from a POI as determined by 
the detected user stays, a SMS message, a push notification, 
or an email is sent to other mobile devices that have sub 
scribed to be notified by this type of user stay detection event. 
For at least some embodiments, detected user stays are orga 
nized and saved as a journal of places that have been visited. 
For at least Some embodiments, detected user stays are shared 
or published in social networks. For at least some embodi 
ments, user stays detected from multiple users are used to 
detect if the users (that is, multiple connected users) have 
been at the same place. User stays generated by massive 
numbers of users can be used to trace the propagation of 
infectious disease among the users. 

FIG. 11 shows a time-line of user stays of the mobile 
device, which can be used for providing services to the user of 
the mobile device, according to an embodiment. The previ 
ously described user stays (Such as, user stays 1122, 1124. 
1126) are generated over time by the historical user location 
data, in which, for at least Some embodiments, each is refer 
enced to a POI in a POI database 1140. Route-based infor 
mation 1130 can be inferred from historical commuting 
behavior of the user moving from one POI to another POI. 
Embodiments includes a user profile 1110 that is generated 
and continuously updated based on, for example, POIs from 
a POI database 1140, the user stays 1122, 1124, 1126 and 
route-based information 1130. A user profile is generated by 
analyzing all user stays of the user and extracting user behav 
ior patterns. The user profile 1110 can be used to generate a 
behavior summary 1160 of the user of the mobile device. 
Behavior summary of a user can be created based on the user 
profile, at a daily, weekly, monthly or yearly basis. 

In addition to the user profile 1110, embodiments further 
include determining a current state 1150 of the user of the 
mobile device. As shown, an embodiment of the current state 
is based upon current user stay information 1126 and/or 
recent user stays, and current user data. 

Based on the user profile 1110 and the current state 1150, 
predictions of the behavior of the user can be made by, for 
example, a prediction engine 1170. Prediction engine 1170 
takes static inputs from the user profile 1110, such as fre 
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quently visited POIs and transitional patterns between POIs, 
and dynamic inputs from the current state 1150 to infer the 
routes the user may take and POIs the user may visit in the 
future. Based on the predicted behavior, recommendation can 
be provided to the user via recommendation engine 1180 and 
targeted information 1190 can be provided to the user of the 
mobile device. The prediction engine 1170 can be disabled so 
that the recommendation engine 1180 can make targeted 
information based on the user profile 1110 and the current 
state 1150 directly. 
An embodiment includes tracking a current state of the 

user. For embodiments, the current state includes user stays 
within a predetermined time of a present time, wherein the 
predetermined time is dependent upon an application of the 
user device or an observed behavior of a user of the user 
device. 

For at least some embodiments the user profile includes a 
history of the user stays of the user. For an embodiment, the 
user stay includes the point of interest the user has visited, an 
arrival time and a length of time the user stays at the point of 
interest. 
At least some embodiments further include determining 

route-based information. Further, embodiments include 
updating a current state of the user based on the route-based 
information. Another embodiment further includes predict 
ing future user stays based on the route-based information. 
Embodiments of determining route-based information 
include determining a plurality of points of interest, wherein 
the plurality of points of interest define a trail of interest of the 
user. As previously described, an embodiment a trail of inter 
estis defined by a plurality of points of interestoftheuser. For 
an embodiment, a frequency and/or speed of the user between 
points of interest is used to determine a level of importance of 
the trail. 
At least some embodiments further include providing the 

user with targeted information base on the user profile. For 
specific embodiments, the targeted information includes at 
least one of coupons, advertisement, notices of events. Other 
embodiments include estimating a likelihood of conversion 
of targeted advertising based on the user profile, and/or mea 
Suring a conversion of targeted advertising based on the user 
profile. Additionally, a rewards-based program can be facili 
tated based on the user profile. That is, visits to a merchant can 
be monitored, and rewards automatically applied based on 
visits to the merchant. 

For an embodiment, the user profile is supplemented based 
at least in part on websites visited by the user. For one imple 
mentation further includes Supplementing the user profile 
based on information posted by the user on at least one of the 
websites. For another implementation, at least one of the 
websites comprises a social website. 

Embodiments include providing the user with Suggestions. 
For example, one embodiment includes providing the user 
with at least one suggestion based on identified points of 
interest. Another embodiment includes providing the user 
with at least one Suggestion based on at least one predicated 
future point of interest. Further, embodiments include modi 
fying (including changing or removing) a Suggestion based 
on the user location history and user profile. 

For at least Some exemplary embodiments, route-based 
information is defined as the name of each route a user takes, 
the route usage frequency, the time when the route is usually 
taken, and the general speed information on the route. 

Embodiments include a prediction engine that processes 
dynamic inputs from the user profile of a user and current 
state of the user to infer future POIs the user may visit and the 
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routes the user may take. The prediction results can be used 
for providing targeted information to the user. 
Once the profile has been created, the user can be provided 

with targeted information based on the user profile. Addition 
ally or alternatively, a likelihood of confirmation of targeted 
advertising based on the user profile can be estimated. Addi 
tionally, the user profile can be supplemented based at least in 
part on websites visited by the user. 

Embodiments include providing the user with at least one 
Suggestion based on the identified points of interest. For an 
embodiment, this includes providing the user with at least one 
Suggestion based on at least one predicated future point of 
interest. For an embodiment, a Suggestion is modified based 
on the user profile. For example, a user profile could be used 
to determine that a user has already satisfied the condition of 
the Suggestion because profile of the user Suggests the user 
has already visited the appropriate location. Clearly, modify 
ing can include changing or removing the Suggestion. 
As an example of the use of suggestions, a user's shopping 

list can be tracked, and the items on the shopping list can be 
correlated with the shops (special POIs) the user usually 
visits. When the user is physically close to a shop that has one 
or more items on the user's shopping list, a Suggestion can be 
generated to remind the user to stop by the shop to purchase 
the item. 

After Such a suggestion is generated, the mobile device 
monitors the user's location history, and if it detects that the 
user stops at the specific shop, where a specific item on the 
shopping list has been in one of the Suggestions presented to 
the user, the system can automatically remove the specific 
items, or reduce the priorities of those items. 

Examples of intelligent personal services include spatial 
Suggestions. An exemplary spatial Suggestion includes a 
reminder to a user of a mobile device that is based on spatial 
information of the mobile device. Reminders include Sugges 
tions that are useful to the user. Intelligent personal services 
include, for example, making health-related Suggestions, 
Such as doing more physical activities (e.g. walking) than 
sitting still. Embodiments of personal services include pro 
viding recommendations or Suggestions to the user based on 
the users habits and interests, for example, kid-centric events 
during a weekend for people with children. Services can also 
include commercial services, such as recommending a 
cheaper gas station near the user's regular commute route. 

Location based user behavior analysis can also be useful to 
a mobile advertiser. For example, after a mobile advertiser has 
displayed an advertisement to a user, the advertiser would like 
to determine if the user has been to the merchant in the 
advertisement and conducted business, and determine if the 
advertisement has been confirmed. Additionally, advertisers 
desire user profile information, which enables the advertiser 
to intelligently send targeted advertisements. 
When, for example, the system detects that the user often 

goes to an elementary School or a child day care center, the 
system infers that the user may have one or more children, 
then the system may generate targeted information to the user 
for child-related events. 

After the system detects the user usually go to a local public 
library on Saturday morning, the system can automatically 
generate a Suggestion on Saturday morning when the user 
leaves home to remind the user to bring the books to return to 
the library. 

The system tracks when the user gets gasoline for his car, 
and tracks the number of miles the user has driven the car after 
each refill. When the system detects that the user has used 
most of the gasoline in his tank based on the number of miles 
driven and the speed, as a result of the road type, such as local 
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streets or high ways, the system can start to find gas station 
with low prices and make targeted information to the user. 

FIG. 12 shows a time sequence of location data points that 
are used to identify a user stay, according to an embodiment. 
The time sequence includes successive location (for example, 
GPS) data points. For the sequence of location data points, a 
user stay can be calculated. The user stay includes all location 
data points between the determined start time 1210 and the 
determined end time 1220. For an embodiment, the location 
data points within the user stay are all located within a specific 
distance of a specific location 1230 for at least specific mini 
mum time duration based on the location information. Fur 
ther, the start time 1210 of a user stay is determined based on 
the location information, the specific location 1230 and the 
specific distance, and the end time 1220 of the user stay is 
determined based on the location information, the specific 
location and the specific distance. 

Various embodiments as will be described include calcu 
lation or determination of the specific location. For an 
embodiment, the specific location is determined based on a 
statistical analysis of a running set of location data points. 
Further, the specific distance can be set by a predetermined 
threshold. Further, the specific minimum duration of time can 
be set by a predetermined threshold. For at least some 
embodiment, the threshold of the specific distance and the 
threshold of the minimum time duration are adaptively 
selected based on candidate POIs associated with the specific 
location. 
As mobile devices with GPS sensors become increasingly 

pervasive, it has become very useful to track a user of a mobile 
device and determine where the user has spent time during, 
for example, a day. The described embodiments acquire a 
user's location data and automatically detect his places of 
interest or significance. 

For at least Some embodiments, user data (including at 
least location data) is collected by a small program running on 
the mobile device and transferred in a format of (such as, 
current time, current location coordinate, estimated accuracy 
of that location coordinate) as best as can be determined by 
the mobile device. As described, the location data can include 
information from cellular and WiFi networks as well as GPS 
location points. For at least some embodiments, the collected 
user data is stored in a database, and can be processed later in 
batch mode. 

Place Acquisition 
For an embodiment, during place acquisition, the input 

track points (location data points) are processed, generating a 
set of user stays including a starting time, a duration, and a 
centroid point that is centroid of the user stay. Place acquisi 
tion includes processing of the input track points first by 
ordering them according to their time stamps. Outliers due to 
noise in the location determining devices are removed, and 
the remaining trackpoints are then sent through a segmenting 
process. Each candidate user stay produced by segmentation 
is adjusted in a massaging process. After massaging, Smaller 
segments are filtered out. A centroid for the Surviving user 
stay is computed along with its duration. Finally the user stay 
is output as detected place results. 

For at least Some embodiments, outlier removal is per 
formed by fitting an empirical distribution (Such as Gaussian) 
to the data in terms of GPS speed, 2-D spatial location (lati 
tude, longitude), and GPS accuracy. The data points lying 
outside of a certain range (95" percentile, for instance) will be 
removed from further analysis. The outliers or series of con 
tinuous groups of outliers that are removed are actually sum 
marized and attached to the non-outlier point as prefix and 
suffix. 
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For at least Some embodiments, segmentation is executed 
as a state machine. The initial state is outside. Each trackpoint 
is examined in chronological order. Upon satisfaction of a set 
of conditions, which can be referred to as “arrival condi 
tions', a state change is triggered that corresponds to arrival 
(start time) of a user stay. The state is then determined to be 
“inside the user stay. On arrival, the segmentation algorithm 
continues to examine data in chronological order. However, 
the set of conditions being tested is a different set. The dif 
ferent set of conditions is testing departure (end time) and the 
conditions can be referred to as “departure conditions’. When 
the current state is inside, and departure condition is trig 
gered, the state is changed to outside. The series of track 
points with “inside' state is passed onto the next step. 

Arrival (Start Time) 
At least some of the described embodiments include a 

forward-looking criterion to determine arrival into a user stay. 
For this embodiment, a forward look in time and a predeter 
mined time period are used at each track point (which is also 
an instant in time), to compute an arrival (start time). 

For an embodiment, a smoothed speed is observed to deter 
mine whether it is slow enough. For an embodiment, the 
Smoothed speed at a track point is the average speed of the 
device as calculated based on GPS distance and time elapsed 
during a predetermined time interval (such as, 5 minute inter 
val) around each point. 

For an embodiment, a bearing deviation is observed to 
determine whether it is large enough. For an embodiment, the 
bearing at a track point is the angle between two segments. 
One segment is from the last track point to North Pole. The 
other segment is from the last track point to the current track 
point. The standard deviation of this number during that pre 
determined time period is the bearing deviation. 

For an embodiment, absolute steering is observed to deter 
mine whether it is Small enough. For an embodiment, the 
steering is the bearing at the current track point minus the 
bearing at previous track point. The average of the absolute 
values of this number during the time window is the absolute 
Steering. 

For an embodiment, the leading trail is observed to deter 
mine whether it is straight enough. For an embodiment, 
straightness of the trail is measured by r from regression 
where latitude is dependent variable and longitude is inde 
pendent variable. The closerr is to zero the straighter the trail 
1S. 

For an embodiment, identifying an arrival (start time) 
includes determining that the leading trail has small enough 
complete, single, average, or quartile linkage distance. Foran 
embodiment, the linkage function includes calculation of a 
user stay quality metric. For an embodiment, a user stay is 
hypothesized to exist during a leading period of time that is 
either determined by a fixed time period or including contigu 
ous points all of which are within some distance of the current 
trackpoint. This hypothetical user stay is then used to produce 
the desired metrics. For an embodiment, the desired metrics 
includes an average distance of all track points from median 
user stay locations. For an embodiment, the desired metrics 
includes an average distance of all track points from centroid 
of the user stay. For an embodiment, the desired metrics 
includes a maximum distance of all track points from median 
user stay location. For an embodiment, the desired metrics 
includes a minimum distance of all track points from median 
user stay location. For an embodiment, the desired metrics 
includes a maximum distance of all trackpoints from centroid 
of the user stay. For an embodiment, the desired metrics 
includes a minimum distance of all track points from centroid 
of the user stay. For an embodiment, the desired metrics 
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includes a median distance of all trackpoints from centroid of 
the user stay. For an embodiment, the desired metrics includes 
a median distance of all track points from median user stay 
location. For an embodiment, the desired metrics includes a 
95 percentile of distances of all track points from centroid of 
the user stay. For an embodiment, the desired metrics includes 
a 95 percentile of distance of all trackpoints from median user 
stay locations. 

For an embodiment, identifying an arrival (start time) 
includes determining that the Surrounding trail is straight 
enough. For an embodiment, track points from a fixed time 
window before and after the current track point are used in a 
calculation of correlation between latitude and longitude. 
This correlation indicates how near to a line these points lie 
on. A score of 0 means they are co-linear. The Surrounding 
trail being Straight indicate that the current trackpoint is in the 
middle of traveling and therefore not a good entrance point 
into a user stay. 

In addition to forward looking computation, at least some 
embodiments also backtrack by looking backwards in time 
from the current trackpoint. For a backtrack computation, for 
at least Some embodiments, the acceleration in the past period 
must be small enough (in fact, negative enough). For an 
embodiment, the acceleration at the current track point is 
approximated by first calculating speed using the distance 
and time between each track point and the previous track 
point. The change in speed between the current track point 
and previous track point is the computed acceleration. The 
computed accelerations in the past minute is averaged and 
used as the Smoothed acceleration. If the Smoothed accelera 
tion is Small enough or negative, then it can be determined that 
the user has enter a user stay. 

For an embodiment, a GPS receiver is turned off, or put in 
a standby mode due to lack of motion. If the GPS receiver has 
been turned off by the client system, then it is likely that the 
user has entered a user stay. The client system (mobile device) 
attempts to conserve energy when the user is stationary. So 
this state change can trigger an entrance (start time) to a user 
Stay. 

For an embodiment, arrival (start time) is triggered when 
the disjunction of each of above logics is true and the current 
trackpoint must have valid GPS signal. The selection of track 
points into acquisition of user stays and calculation of cen 
troid points is based on accuracy and the status of GPS or 
network location status. 

Departure (End Time) 
Once inside the candidate user stay and the arrival (start 

time) triggered, a set of conditions is checked, and whenever 
one of them matches, the candidate user stay is determined. 
An embodiment includes backward looking conditions used 
for terminating the candidate user. For an embodiment, this 
includes determination of whether the motion is linear 
enough. For an embodiment, the latitude-longitude correla 
tion of high quality points within the candidate user stay 
should be Small or else departure (end time) is triggered. 

For an embodiment, identifying the departure (end time) 
includes determining whether the current point is far enough 
from the candidate user stay using quartile linkage distance. 
For an embodiment, the distance from current track point to 
every track point in the candidate user stay is computed. The 
95 percentile is compared with a constant and departure is 
triggered when current point is too far from the preceding 
candidate user stay. 

For an embodiment, identifying the departure (end time) 
includes determining that the speed of the mobile device is 
too fast. That is, if the current smoothed speed is high then 
departure is triggered. 
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For at least Some embodiments, forward looking condi 
tions are used for terminating the candidate user stay, and 
identifying a departure (end time) of the user stay. 

For an embodiment, identifying the departure (end time) 
includes determining that the bearing of the mobile device is 
uniform enough. The steering is uniform enough. 

For an embodiment, identifying the departure (end time) 
includes determining that the GPS receiver is in an inaccurate 
state. If the average accuracy of GPS points within the current 
candidate user stay is too high then the algorithm triggers 
departure from the candidate user stay. 

For an embodiment, a signal gap in the received GPS signal 
is monitored and detected. That is, if the GPS receiver is 
turned off for long enough (that is, greater than a selected time 
period threshold) then the candidate user stay is terminated, 
and the departure (end time) identified. 

For an embodiment, the distance of the mobile device from 
the candidate user stay is monitored. That is, the distance 
from current track point to each track point in the candidate 
user stay is computed. The 90'percentile is used as a measure 
of the distance from the current track point to candidate user 
stay. If this distance is too far then the candidate user stay is 
terminated. 

For an embodiment, the distance from Candidate user stay 
to the next possible user stay is monitored. That is, for an 
embodiment, a future possible user stay is hypothesized 
based on distance from the current track point. The median 
distance of each track point in the candidate user stay and 
each track point in the hypothesized user stay is computed. If 
this distance is too large then the current candidate user stay 
is terminated, and the departure time (end time) is identified. 

After detecting the user stay by arrival/departure logic, for 
at least Some embodiments, each user stay is massaged in the 
sense of removing excessive time periods based on the device 
GPS state as well as the reported accuracy and distance rela 
tive to all other points and relative to the centroid points 
computed in previous step. In particular, the track points that 
are deemed to have high accuracy are discarded if they are far 
enough from the other points or the centroid point. 

Centroid Point Calculation 
For at least some embodiments, a final step in user stay 

acquisition is the determination of a centroid point. At least 
some embodiments include the use of a variety of methods for 
determining this centroid point to a user stay. Before this 
centroid point is computed, a filter can be applied to select the 
points to be included in this calculation. One or more algo 
rithms can be applied to the data points to allow computation 
of the final centroid point from these filtered points. 

For an embodiment, the centroid point to the user stay is 
computed as coordinate-wise median of the track points 
remaining after filtering. This is an efficient, robust and effec 
tive approximation of the centroid point of each user stay. 

For an embodiment, the centroid point to the user stay is 
computed as coordinate-wise mean of the track points 
remaining after filtering. This is an efficient, robust and effec 
tive approximation of the centroid point of each user stay. 

For an embodiment, the centroid point to the user stay is 
computed as a weighted average of the trackpoints remaining 
after filtering. For at least some embodiments, the weight 
given to each trackpoint is computed based on one or more of 
an accuracy of the location data for this trackpoint, and a state 
of GPS and location determining device. An embodiment 
includes a symmetrically decayed weight that falls off as an 
exponential function of the time from a specified point in 
time. An embodiment includes determining a time elapsed 
since or to the absolutely closest time within the user stay 
whence there is a GPS data point. An embodiment includes 
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determining the linearity of track points immediately preced 
ing and following the current point. An embodiment includes 
determining the time distance from the chronological center 
of the current user stay. An embodiment includes determining 
the time from the current GPS track point to the next GPS 
track point. 
Time Weighted Centroid 
At least Some embodiments include the calculation of a 

time weighted centroid. For an embodiment, the centroid of a 
user stay is calculated by giving a different weight to each 
GPS point that belongs to the user stay. For an embodiment, 
the weight for each point is determined by the time duration in 
which it is believed that the GPS measurement remains valid. 

For an embodiment, the weight is assigned as W(n)=T(n+ 
1)-T(n), where T(n) and T(n+1) are the sample time for P(n) 
and P(n+1), respectively, if a GPS point P(n) is followed by 
another GPS point P(n+1). For an embodiment, the weight is 
assigned as W(n)=T gps off-T(n), where T. gps off is the 
time when client switches to the GPS OFF state, if a GPS 
point P(n) is the last one for the stay. For an embodiment, the 
time weighted centroid is calculated aS 
Latitude of Centroid-Sum (Latitude(i)*(i))/Sum(W(i)). 
and Longitude of Centroid=Sum(Longitude(i)*W(i))/Sum 
(W(i)), where i=0, 1,... N. 

For an embodiment, the time interval between two GPS 
points is assigned to the two GPS points equally divided, i.e. 
half-by-half, if nothing is known about how the GPS points 
were collected. However, for at least some embodiments, the 
mobile device (client) avoids collecting location data (Such 
as, GPS samples) unless necessary. Therefore, an embodi 
ment includes weighting to give bias to the GPS sample 
preceding the time interval. 
Massage and Merge 
After user stays have been identified per the described 

embodiments, at least some embodiments include further 
massage processing the detected user stay candidates. For an 
embodiment, massage processing includes finding the first 
and last trustworthy track point in the user stay. For an 
embodiment, trustworthiness is a function of the source of the 
track points location (GPS, WiFi or network) and the accu 
racy reported by that device. A centroid is computed at this 
moment using only track points between the first and last 
trustworthy track point, inclusive. The massage processing 
then proceeds from the very start of user stay and removes 
trackpoints that are too far from the centroid computed in this 
stage of massage processing. The iteration terminates when 
the first trustworthy point is reached. In similar fashion, mas 
sage processing operates on end of the user stay. The massage 
processing includes inspection of track points from the very 
end of the user stay, removing points that are too far from the 
centroid computed in this stage of massage. The iteration, 
again, terminates when the last trustworthy track point of the 
user stay has been reached. 

After massage processing, candidate user stays that last 
less than a predefined time duration are removed. Next, can 
didate user stays are checked for intersection interms of time. 
For an embodiment, if there is intersection in the time periods 
of two user stays, the two user stays are merged. If multiple 
user stays intersect in time, they are merged together. 

Lastly an iterative processing repeatedly merges user stays 
that precede and follow each other immediately. The iterative 
processing terminates when no merge happens during the 
iteration. Two user stays are merged if they are close in time 
(for example, within certain minutes of each other) and that 
they are within close proximity of each other. For at least 
Some embodiments, the proximity of two user stays is deter 
mined based on the closest distance between any two track 
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points drawn from each user stay. For at least some embodi 
ments, the proximity of two user stays is determined based on 
the furthest distance between any two track points drawn 
from each user stay. For at least some embodiments, the 
proximity of two user stays is determined based on the 
median distance between pairs of track points drawn from 
each user stay. For at least Some embodiments, the proximity 
of two user stays is determined based on the average distance 
between all pairs of track points drawn from each user stay. 
For at least some embodiments, the proximity of two user 
stays is determined based on the distance between the 
weighted centroid of the two user stays. 

For at least Some embodiments, the results of merge pro 
cessing are user stays that require re-computation of their 
centroid location. 

FIG. 13 shows a time sequence of location data points that 
are used to identify a user stay, according to another embodi 
ment. For this embodiment, the specific location corresponds 
with the location data point that is determined to be the start 
time 1310 of the user stay. Again, for this embodiment, the 
user stay is determined based on the start time 1310, the end 
time 1320, and the specific location 1330 (which in FIG. 13 
corresponds with the start time 1310). 

FIG. 14 is a flow chart that includes steps of an example of 
a method of automatically determining user stays of a user of 
a mobile device, according to an embodiment. A first step 
1410 includes sensing location information by the mobile 
device, wherein the location information includes a plurality 
of components. A second step 1420 includes determining the 
mobile device is within a specific distance of a specific loca 
tion for at least specific minimum time duration based on the 
location information. A third step 1430 includes determining 
a start time of a user stay based on the location information, 
the specific location the specific distance. A fourth step 1440 
includes determining an end time of the user stay based on the 
location information, the specific location the specific dis 
tance. 

For at least Some embodiments, a user stay of a user of the 
mobile device is defined by the mobile device being within 
the specific distance (which for at least Some embodiments, is 
determined by a threshold physical distance) of a location for 
at least the specific minimal duration (which can also be 
defined by a threshold period of time). As described, the 
location of the mobile device changes over time, and the 
specific location will change over time as the location 
changes. The location of the mobile device is tracked over 
time. A distance of the mobile device can be defined by the 
distance of each location point (such as, GPS data point) 
associated with the mobile device to a location, such as, the 
specific location. The minimal time duration can be defined 
by the amount of time the mobile device is within the specific 
distance (or threshold distance) from the specific location. 

For at least some embodiments, the specific location adap 
tively changes over time as the mobile device moves. At least 
Some embodiments include determining the specific location, 
including statistically calculating the specific location based 
on a plurality of locations of the mobile device over a period 
of time. For an embodiment, the period of time is determined 
based on the start time and the end time. 
An embodiment includes associating a candidate Point of 

Interest (POI) with the specific location, and adaptively deter 
mining the specific distance based on the POI. An embodi 
ment includes adaptively determining the specific minimum 
time duration based on the POI. 
As stated, location data points are generated for the mobile 

device. Further, at least some embodiments include determin 
ing whether the data points are within the specific distance of 
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the specific location. For an embodiment, the specific dis 
tance is determined as the average distance of all track points 
(data points) from a median user stay location. For an 
embodiment, the specific distance is determined as an aver 
age distance of all track points from centroid of the user stay. 
For an embodiment, the specific distance is determined as a 
maximum distance of all track points from median user stay 
location. For an embodiment, the specific distance is deter 
mined as the minimum distance of all track points from 
median user stay location. For an embodiment, the specific 
distance is determined as the maximum distance of all track 
points from centroid of the user stay. For an embodiment, the 
specific distance is determined as the minimum distance of all 
track points from centroid of the user stay. For an embodi 
ment, the specific distance is determined as the median dis 
tance of all track points from centroid of the user stay. For an 
embodiment, the specific distance is determined as the 
median distance of all track points from median user stay 
location. For an embodiment, the specific distance is deter 
mined as the 95 percentile of distances of all track points from 
centroid of the user stay. For an embodiment, the specific 
distance is determined as the 95 percentile of distance of all 
track points from median user stay locations. 

Location Information 
For at least some embodiments, the location information 

includes at least a time stamp, latitude, longitude. For at least 
Some embodiments, the location information includes at least 
one of speed, accuracy of location, location type (GPS or 
network), and motion states. 

For at least some embodiments, the location information 
includes at least controller state information. That is, the 
controller of the mobile device, or other controllers, such as, 
a GPS controller may selectively enter low-power of sleep 
states upon detecting limited activity of the mobile device. 
Therefore, it can be deduced that the mobile device is expe 
riencing limited motion or location change. Accordingly, for 
at least some embodiments, the location information includes 
at least GPS state information, which is defined, controlled 
and provided by a controller of the mobile device, and 
wherein the GPS state information includes a GPS off state, a 
GPS wake up state, and a GPS on state. For at least some 
embodiments, the GPS state includes additional states, such 
as, a GPS driving etc. 

For at least some embodiments, the location information 
includes a stream of location points, and determining the start 
time of the user stay includes determining that a physical 
distance between N successive location points is less than a 
threshold. For at least some embodiments, the location infor 
mation includes a stream of location points, and determining 
the start time of the user stay comprises determining that an 
average speed between N successive location points is less 
than a threshold. 

Start Time 
For at least some embodiments, the location information 

includes a stream of location points over a period of time, and 
determining the start time of the user stay includes random 
movement pattern. For at least some embodiments, the loca 
tion information includes a stream of location points over a 
period of time, and determining the start time of the user stay 
includes determining that a bearing deviation of N Successive 
location points is greater than a threshold. In an embodiment, 
the bearing at a trackpoint is the angle between two segments, 
wherein a segment is defined as including consecutive loca 
tion points. One segment is the from the last track point to 
North Pole. The other segment is from the last track point to 
the current track point. The standard deviation of this number 
during that predetermined time period is the bearing devia 
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tion. For at least some embodiments, the location information 
includes a stream of location points over a period of time, and 
determining the start time of the user stay includes determin 
ing that an absolute steering of N Successive location points is 
less than a threshold. In an embodiment, the steering is the 
bearing at the current track point minus the bearing at previ 
ous track point. The average of the absolute values of this 
number during the time window is absolute steering. For at 
least Some embodiments, the location information includes a 
stream of location points over a period of time, and determin 
ing the start time of the user stay includes determining that a 
leading trail of the location points satisfies a straightness 
criteria, including measuring by r from a regression, and 
determining that r is less than a threshold. For at least some 
embodiments, determining that the leading trail includes a 
complete, single, average or quartile linkage distance. In an 
embodiment, the linkage function calculates user stay quality 
metric. A user stay is hypothesized to exist during a leading 
period of time that is either determined by a fixed time period 
or including contiguous points all of which are within some 
distance of the current track point. 

For at least some embodiments, the location information 
includes a stream of location points over a period of time, and 
determining the start time of the user stay comprises deter 
mining acceleration between Successive location points, and 
identifying acceleration between the points less thana thresh 
old. For at least some embodiments, the acceleration at the 
current track point is approximated by first calculating speed 
using the distance and time between each track point and the 
previous trackpoint. The change in speed between the current 
track point and previous track point is the computed accel 
eration. For example, the computed accelerations in the past 
minute is averaged and used as the Smoothed acceleration. 

For at least some embodiments, determining the start time 
of the user stay includes determining that a GPS receiver of 
the mobile device is deactivated, thereby indicating motion of 
the mobile device less than a threshold. Being deactivated 
indicates a lack of motion and then it is likely a user stay 
begins. 

Quality Metric 
For at least some embodiments, the location information 

includes a stream of location points over a period of time, and 
further comprising using a hypothetical user stay to produce 
desired quality metrics. For an embodiment, the quality met 
ric is based on an average distance of the stream of location 
points from a median location of the user stay. For an embodi 
ment, the quality metric is based on an average distance of the 
stream of location points from the centroid location of the 
user stay. For an embodiment, the quality metric is based on 
a maximum distance of the stream of location points from a 
median location of the user stay. For an embodiment, the 
quality metric is based on a minimum distance of the stream 
of location points from a median location of the user stay. For 
an embodiment, the quality metric is based on a maximum 
distance of the stream of location points from the centroid 
location of the user stay. For an embodiment, the quality 
metric is based on a minimum distance of the stream of 
location points from the centroid location of the user stay. For 
an embodiment, the quality metric is based on a medium 
distance of the stream of location points from the centroid 
location of the user stay. For an embodiment, the quality 
metric is based on a medium distance of the stream of location 
points from a median location of the user stay. For an embodi 
ment, the quality metric is based on a 95% of distance of the 
stream of location points from the centroid location of the 
user stay. For an embodiment, the quality metric is based on 
a 95% of distance of the stream of location points from a 
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median location of the user stay. For at least some embodi 
ment, the small the above metrics, the highly likely the user 
has entered a user stay. 

Centroid 
For at least some embodiments, statistically calculating the 

specific location comprises estimating a centroid of the user 
stay based on at least the start time, the end time of the user 
stay, and the sequence of data points between the start time 
and the end time. For at least some embodiments, the location 
information includes a stream of location points over a period 
of time, and determining the end time of the user stay com 
prises determining that a distance of a location point from the 
centroid of is greater than a threshold. 

For at least some embodiments, the location information 
includes a stream of location points over a period of time, and 
determining the centroid of the user stay comprises filtering 
the stream of location points, and determining a coordinate 
wise mean of the a plurality of the location points of the 
stream. For at least Some embodiments, the location informa 
tion includes a stream of location points over a period of time, 
and determining the centroid of the user stay comprises fil 
tering the stream of location points, and determining a 
weighted average of the a plurality of the location points of 
the stream. For an embodiment, the weighted average is 
dependent upon an accuracy of the location points. For an 
embodiment, the weighted average is dependent upon a state 
of a GPS receiver of the mobile user. For an embodiment, the 
weighted average is dependent upon symmetrically decaying 
a weight as an exponential function of time from a specified 
location point. For an embodiment, the weighted average is 
dependent upon time elapsed since or to an absolute closest 
time withina user stay wherein there is a GPS data point. For 
an embodiment, the weighted average is dependent upon a 
linearity of location points immediately preceding or follow 
ing a current location point. For an embodiment, the weighted 
average is dependent upon a time distance from a chronologi 
cal center of a current user stay. For an embodiment, the 
weighted average is dependent upon a time from a current 
GPS location point to a next GPS location point. 

For an embodiment, the location information includes a 
stream of location points over a period of time, and determin 
ing the weighted average of the plurality of the location points 
of the stream comprising a time-weighted centroidalgorithm. 
For an embodiment, time weighted centroid is a process that 
computes the centroid of a user stay by giving different 
weight to each GPS point that belongs to the user stay. 
End Time 
For at least some embodiments, the location information 

includes a stream of location points over a period of time, and 
determining the end time of the user stay comprises deter 
mining that a speed of the mobile device as determined from 
Successive location points is greater than a threshold. For at 
least some embodiments, the location information includes a 
stream of location points over a period of time, and determin 
ing the end time of the user stay comprises determining that a 
bearing of successive location points is less than a threshold. 
For at least Some embodiments, the location information 
includes a stream of location points over a period of time, and 
determining the send time of the user stay comprises deter 
mining that a uniformity of steering of Successive location 
points is less than a threshold. 

For at least some embodiments, the location information 
includes a stream of location points over a period of time, and 
determining the end time of the user stay comprises deter 
mining that an accuracy of GPS readings of the Successive 
location points is less than a threshold. For at least some 
embodiments, the location information includes a stream of 
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location points over a period of time, and determining the end 
time of the user stay comprises determining that GPS read 
ings of the Successive location points has been absent for 
greater than a time threshold. 

Start Time, End Time 
For at least some embodiments, the location information 

includes a stream of location points over a period of time, and 
determining the start and end time of the user stay further 
comprises adjusting the determined start or end time based on 
estimated distance between a location of the start time and a 
location of the end time. For at least some embodiments, the 
location information includes a stream of location points over 
a period of time, and determining the start and end time of the 
user stay comprises a merge algorithm that merges two or 
more adjacent user stays if the two or more user stays are 
within a threshold of time, and the two or more user stays are 
within a threshold of distance of proximity of each other. 

Merging 
For at least Some embodiments, a merge algorithm merges 

two or more adjacent user stays if they are close in time 
(within certain minutes of each other) and that they are within 
close proximity of each other (within certain distance thresh 
old). 

For at least some embodiments, the location information 
includes a stream of location points over a period of time, 
wherein the steam of location points are received by a back 
end server in a batch, which are then processed. 

Although specific embodiments have been described and 
illustrated, the embodiments are not to be limited to the spe 
cific forms or arrangements of parts so described and illus 
trated. 
What is claimed: 
1. A method of automatically detecting and sharing user 

stays of a mobile device of a user, comprising: 
persistently sensing, by at least one sensor of the mobile 

device, at least spatial information of the mobile device: 
determining a group of users for sending notifications and 

sharing the user stays; 
determining whether the mobile device is within a specific 

distance of a specific location for at least a specific 
minimum duration based on the at least spatial informa 
tion; 

determining a user stay of a plurality of user stays based on 
the at least spatial information and the specific distance, 
comprising automatically determining and tracking the 
plurality of user stays of the user over time without the 
userproactively or reactively providing input associated 
with a location or a point of interest for at least one of the 
plurality of user stays, wherein the plurality of user stays 
include the specific location, and wherein the at least one 
user stay comprises a point of interest the user has vis 
ited, an arrival time, a departure time, and a length of 
time the user stays at the point of interest, wherein the at 
least one user stay is detected by clustering user location 
data continuously collected by the mobile device of the 
user, and matching the clustered user location data with 
the point of interest; 

determining if the user stay of the plurality of user stays is 
private or public to at least a portion of the group of users 
based on preferences of the user and the location infor 
mation, wherein the user stay is shared with the at least 
a portion of the group the user when the user selects a 
public mode, and the user stay is not shared when the 
user selects a private mode; and 

sharing the user stay with the at least the portion of the 
group of users by sending notifications to the group of 
users if the user stay is determined to be public to the at 
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least the portion of the group of users, wherein the send 
ing of the notifications is triggered upon determination 
of the arrival time or the departure time of the user stay. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising sharing other 
location information to the at least the portion of the group of 
users after determining the user has selected the public mode. 

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising identifying a 
point of interest (POI) for the user stay based on the location 
information and user stay history of the user and user stay 
history of the group of users, wherein the user stay history of 
the user includes past user stays of the user, and wherein the 
user stay history of the group of users includes past user stays 
of the group of users. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the group of users for 
sharing the user stay comprises pair-wise connections, where 
a pair of connected users share user stay information with 
each other. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the group of users for 
sharing the user stay comprises a unidirectional following 
relationship, wherein the user shares user stays with users of 
the group of users who want to follow the user. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the group of users for 
sharing the user stay comprises a membership, wherein users 
in the group share user stay information with all members of 
the group of users. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein determining if a user 
stay is private or public to the group members, further com 
prises the user specifying a list of points of interest (POIs), 
POI categories, geographical regions, and time of day and/or 
day of week that are private or public. 

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the user specifies a list 
of users who do not receive notifications or see user stays of 
the user. 

9. The method of claim 3, wherein sharing the user stay 
comprises sending a push notification, SMS (Small messag 
ing system), or emails to group members about the arrival and 
the departure of the user stay and other related information, 
wherein the arrival includes the arrival time of the user stay 
and the POI, and the departure includes the departure time of 
the user stay and the POI. 

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising determining 
if the push notification should be sent comprising checking a 
specification by the user of the user stay and recipients of the 
push notification using a black list or a white list of POIs, POI 
categories, geographical regions, time of day and/or day of 
week. 

11. The method of claim 1, wherein sharing the user stay 
comprises displaying the user stay on a timeline to members 
of the group of users in which the timeline consists of a series 
ofarrivals and departures of user stays of a user stay history of 
the user and a user stay history of the group of users and 
ordered by timing of the arrivals and timing of the departures. 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the timeline includes 
an arrival portion that includes the arrival time, a point of 
interest (POI), and a user name of the user stay. 

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the timeline includes 
departure portion that includes the time, a point of interest 
(POI), and a user name of the user stay. 

14. The method of claim 1, wherein sharing the user stay 
comprises displaying a timeline of arrivals and departures of 
multiple members of the group of users, comprising merging 
events generated by the multiple members into a single event 
if user stays of the events are at a same POI during an over 
lapped period of time. 

15. The method of claim 1, further comprising detecting an 
arrival or departure of a POI (point of interest) associated with 
the users stay, wherein the detecting triggers user specified 
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actions including at least one of displaying a note, prompting 
a TODO list, playing a recorded Voice message, sending an 
email, making a phone call, or triggering actions on third 
party services. 

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the user specified 
actions are specified by the user of the user stay or a recipient 
of the user stay using a white list of POIs, POI categories, 
geographic regions, time of day or day of the week. 

17. The method of claim 1, further comprising identifying 
a POI (point of interest) for the user stay comprises matching 
the POI with the user stay based on the location information, 
a database of nearby POIs, number of visits of POIs previous 
visited by the user or group members, or POIs corrected or 
added by members of the group of users. 

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising members 
of the group of users correcting selected POIs of other mem 
bers of the group of users. 

19. The method of claim 1, further comprising sharing 
real-time location information comprising sharing a location 
ofa mobile device of the user in transit between two user stays 
to group members. 

20. The method of claim 19, wherein sharing real-time 
location comprises: 

initiating a sharing session, comprising: 
sending a sharing request from a recipient device using 

push notification to the mobile device in transit; 
maintaining a persistent network connection from a 
backend server to the mobile device in transit to wait 
for accepting a sharing request initiated from the 
recipient device. 

21. The method of claim 20, wherein sharing real-time 
location comprises: 

proactively initiating the sharing session by the mobile 
device in transit and constantly publishing location 
information to the server while in transit. 

22. The method of claim 1, wherein sharing the other 
location information comprises performing a user stay behav 
ior analysis of the user and performing a social behavior 
analysis of members of the group of users. 

23. The method of claim 22, wherein the user stay behavior 
analysis comprises automatically identifying unusual user 
stay behavior of the user and the group of users, wherein the 
identified unusual user stay behavior includes the user visit 
ing a never-visited place or staying at a place for a longer time 
than previously tracked. 

24. The method of claim 22, wherein the social behavior 
analysis comprises automatically identifying time of day, day 
of week, and duration that members of the group of users 
spend time together at the same place. 

25. The method of claim 22, wherein the user stay behavior 
analysis comprises automatically identifying home and work 
places for the user based on user stay history of the user. 

26. The method of claim 22, wherein the user stay behavior 
analysis comprises automatically identifying top places vis 
ited by the user and top places for a category visited by the 
USC. 

27. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the group 
of users comprises automatically discovering nearby users 
and recommending the nearby users to establish connections 
to establish the group of users, wherein nearby is defined by 
a selected distance. 

28. A system for tracking and sharing user stays of a mobile 
device, comprising: 

a backend server electronically coupled to the mobile 
device; 

at least one sensor of the mobile device operative to per 
sistently sense spatial information of the mobile device: 
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32 
the mobile device operative to collect the spatial informa 

tion; wherein 
a processor of the backend server is operative to: 
automatically determine and track a plurality of user stays 

of the user over time without the user proactively or 
reactively providing input associated with a location ora 
point of interest for at least one of the plurality of user 
stays, wherein the plurality of user stays include at least 
one location, wherein the at least one location is deter 
mined at least in part by the sensed spatial information, 
and wherein the at least one user stay comprises a point 
of interest the user has visited, an arrival time, a depar 
ture time, and a length of time the user stays at the point 
of interest, wherein the at least one user stay is detected 
by clustering user location data continuously collected 
by the mobile device of the user, and matching the clus 
tered user location data with a nearby point of interest; 

determine a group of users for sending notifications and 
sharing the user stays; 

determine if a user stay is private or public to at least a 
portion of the group of users based on preferences of the 
user and the location information, wherein the user stay 
is shared with the at least a portion of the group the user 
when the user selects a public mode, and the user stay is 
not shared when the user selects a private mode; and 

share the user stay with the at least the portion of the group 
of users by sending notifications to the group of users if 
the user stay is determined to be public to the at least the 
portion of the group of users, wherein the sending of the 
notifications is triggered upon determination of the 
arrival time or the departure time of the user stay. 

29. A system, comprising: 
a mobile device, wherein the mobile device comprises: 
at least one sensor operative to persistently sense at least 

spatial information of the mobile device; 
a transceiver operative to establish a communication link 

with a network server, and 
a controller; 
the system further comprising the network server, the sys 

tem configured to: 
determine a group of users for sending notifications and 

sharing the user stays; 
determine whether the mobile device is within a specific 

distance of a specific location for at least specific mini 
mum duration based on the at least spatial information; 

determine a user stay of a plurality of user stays based on 
the location information and the specific distance, com 
prising automatically determining and tracking the plu 
rality of user stays of the user over time without the user 
proactively or reactively providing input associated with 
a location or a point of interest for at least one of the 
plurality of user stays, wherein the plurality of user stays 
include the specific location, and wherein the at least one 
user stay comprises a point of interest the user has vis 
ited, an arrival time, a departure time, and a length of 
time the user stays at the point of interest, wherein the at 
least one user stay is detected by clustering user location 
data continuously collected by the mobile device of the 
user, and matching the clustered user location data with 
the point of interest; 
determine if the user stay of the plurality of user stays is 

private or public to at least a portion of the group of 
users based on preferences of the user and the location 
information, wherein the user stay is shared with the 
at least a portion of the group the user when the user 
selects a public mode, and the user stay is not shared 
when the user selects a private mode; and 
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share the user stay with the at least the portion of the 
group of users by sending notifications to the group of 
users if the user stay is determined to be public to the 
at least the portion of the group of users, wherein the 
sending of the notifications is triggered upon determi- 5 
nation of the arrival time or the departure time of the 
user stay. 
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